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Abstract: RNA is an important information and functional molecule. It can respond to the regulation
of life processes and is also a key molecule in gene expression and regulation. Therefore, RNA
detection technology has been widely used in many fields, especially in disease diagnosis, medical
research, genetic engineering and other fields. However, the current RT-qPCR for RNA detection is
complex, costly and requires the support of professional technicians, resulting in it not having great
potential for rapid application in the field. PCR-free techniques are the most attractive alternative.
They are a low-cost, simple operation method and do not require the support of large instruments,
providing a new concept for the development of new RNA detection methods. This article reviews
current PCR-free methods, overviews reported RNA biosensors based on electrochemistry, SPR, mi-
crofluidics, nanomaterials and CRISPR, and discusses their challenges and future research prospects
in RNA detection.
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1. Introduction

Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is made up of phosphoric acid, ribose and base. It is usually
found in biological cells as well as some viruses and viroids, and a small number of
viruses are based on RNA as genetic material. RNA plays an essential role in the cells
and is involved in biological processes such as protein synthesis, the regulation of gene
expression and the transmission of genetic information [1–3]. Because RNA has many
functions and meanings in biology, the detection of RNA has become particularly important.
RNA detection has important applications in various fields. For example, RNA detection
technology can be used in tumor diagnosis and viral infection, and the occurrence and
prognosis of some diseases can be predicted by detection methods such as microRNAs
(miRNAs). At the same time, RNA detection technology also plays a vital role in medical
research, such as RNA sequence analysis, which can be used to study the mechanism of
gene expression and transcription regulation. In addition, RNA modifications can also be
detected by RNA detection techniques [4,5].

At present, the gold standard for RNA detection is still reverse transcription quan-
titative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR). Although this method is very reliable and
reasonably analytical, it requires the support of technicians and expensive instruments [6].
These problems make the nucleic acid testing technology unsuitable for its integration into
miniaturized devices for clinical applications. Therefore, in order to avoid dependence on
professional technicians and instruments in the process of nucleic acid testing, developing
new diagnostic methods to achieve accurate, rapid and portable nucleic acid testing and
quantification is urgently needed.
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Among them, PCR-free methods are the most attractive solutions because they can
perform molecular detection without the complexity of PCR, thereby reducing the cost of
RNA detection and improving the application of nucleic acid testing [7]. Although the PCR-
free-based nucleic acid testing methods address the limitations of traditional PCR methods,
such as high cost, cumbersome operation and large instrument support, some limitations
still need to be addressed with the transition from conventional diagnostic laboratories
to portable bedside devices. So far, most of the reported reviews of RNA detection focus
on direct detection without amplification [8–10], but there is a certain lack of sensitivity
in the direct detection of RNA. Compared with direct detection without amplification,
readers pay more attention to detection sensitivity. With the researchers’ continuous efforts,
the limitations of traditional PCR methods have been solved in electrochemistry, surface
plasma resonance (SPR), microfluidics, nanomaterials and CRISPR, and there have been
successful cases; we will review these aspects (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. PCR-free biosensors for RNA detection. This figure provides an overview of RNA biosensors
based on electrochemistry, SPR, microfluidics, nanomaterials and CRISPR, and applications in
different fields such as disease diagnosis, medical research, genetic engineering, and food safety.

2. Electrochemical-Based RNA Biosensors

Recently, electrochemical methods have made significant advances in the detection
of clinically relevant RNA [11,12]. Most of these methods are based on the hybridization
of the target RNA sequence to complementary probes (mainly DNA oligonucleotides)
bound on the electrode surface. The hybridization of RNA with the probe produces a
measurable electrochemical signal. Here, signal transduction depends on various factors,
including the inherent electrical activity of the nucleobase, the presence of redox indicators
(e.g., ferrocene, methylene blue), covalently bound redox markers (e.g., nanoparticles) or
reporter enzymes (e.g., phosphatase, peroxidase) [13]. Finally, RNA is detected mainly by
voltammetry, amperometry and impedance methods [14]. Electrochemical methods are
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promising for RNA detection due to their high sensitivity, rapid detection, cost-effectiveness
and compatibility with small portability.

2.1. Electrochemical Biosensors for the Ultra-Sensitive Detection of RNA

One of the earlier RNA electrochemical detection methods was developed by Kosuke
Mukumoto [15]. The method used ferrocenylcarbodiimide (I) to directly label messen-
ger RNA (mRNA), which was coupled to an electrode immobilized with a DNA probe.
The observed peak charge had a good correlation with the concentration of mRNA, as
measured by Osteryoung Square Wave Voltammetry (SWV), which had successfully
achieved electrochemical detection of labeled mRNAs, with a limit of detection (LOD)
at the sub-nanogram level.

However, one of the biggest challenges faced by RNA biomarker detection in clinical
applications is the simultaneous screening of minimal amounts of readily available RNA
biomarkers in complex heterogeneous samples that may contain many non-specific targets.
To address this challenge, several new approaches have been developed for high-sensitivity
analysis of RNA by amplifying or using novel nanostructured electrochemical sensors.
For example, Yang et al. [16] developed a triple signal amplification strategy technique
combining gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), reverse transcription loop-mediated isothermal
amplification (RT-LAMP), and a high-affinity biotin-affinity system to detect HPV E6/E7
mRNA. This novel signal amplification strategy exhibited a 0.1 fM (~100 copies) detection
limit for HPV0 E08/E100 mRNA detection (Figure 2A). Thanyarat Chaibun et al. [17]
designed a multiplex rolling circle amplification (RCA)-based electrochemical biosensor
for rapid detection of nucleocapsid phosphoprotein (N gene) and Spike protein (S gene) of
SARS-CoV-2 in clinical samples. Combining the high amplification capacity of RCAs with
the sensitivity of electrochemical detection methods, viral N or S genes as low as 1 copy/µL
could be detected within two hours, resulting in detection performance comparable to
RT-qPCR in clinical samples. Zhang et al. [18] proposed a novel polymerase-assisted
cyclic electrochemiluminescent aptamer biosensor for ultrasensitive leukemia marker gene
mRNA detection. Combining polymerase-assisted signal amplification with AuNPs, the
detection limit was 4.3 × 10−17 mol/L, which led to a much higher detection sensitivity.
Peng et al. [19] developed an electrochemical biosensor that combined the signal amplifica-
tion ability of catalytic hairpin assembly (CHA) [20–23] and terminal transferase (TDT) [23].
The electrochemical signal was significantly amplified by the electrostatic adsorption of a
large number of negatively charged long single stranded DNA (ssDNA) and a large number
of positively charged Ru(NH3)6

3+, and the detection limit was as low as 26 fM. At the same
time, it has been applied in complex matrices and highly stable clinical patient samples,
showing great clinical application prospects (Figure 2B). Recently, an apurinic/apyrimidinic
endonuclease 1 (APE1) mediated target-responsive Structure Switching Electrochemical
(SSE) biosensor was developed by the Li’ group for Strawberry Mottle Virus (SMoV) RNA
detection. The essence of the proposed SSE biosensor relied on the structure switching that
caused the position conversion of the AP site within dsDNA and ssDNA. They used an SSE
biosensor to detect target RNA, achieving a limit detection at the fM level, and successfully
verified its performance in detecting SMoV in strawberry leaf-like varieties [24].

Most conventional electrochemical strategies for targeting nucleotides face tedious
interfacial manipulation and washing procedures, as well as stringent reaction conditions
for tool enzymes, thus limiting their potential applications. To address this problem, a
series of enzyme-free electrochemical biosensors has been developed. For example, Cheng
et al. [25] and Zhao et al. [26] proposed a non-enzymatic, ultrasensitive electrochemical
biosensor using a hybridization chain reaction (HCR) strategy for signal amplification.
For sensitive signal amplification and highly specific detection of target mRNA, ideal
sensitivities with detection limits of 3 fM and 30 fM were achieved, respectively. Atie
Roohizadeh et al. [27] developed an ultrasensitive label-free nano biosensor for the detection
of hepatitis C virus (HCV) RNA without target denaturation. Copper oxide (CuO) and
AuNPs were utilized to increase the electron transfer conductivity and reaction kinetics and
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improve the biosensor conductance; this strategy achieved a low detection limit of 1 fM.
Emily Kerr et al. [28] studied a sensitive, rapid and portable electrochemiluminescence
(ECL)-based biosensor for detecting miRNA-21. The biosensor combined turned-on ECL
molecular beacons (MBs) with magnetic bead-based extraction of miRNA target sequences
without the need for complex signal amplification strategies using enzymes or hairpin
probes, resulting in a limit of detection up to 500 amol, which could be easily applied to
point-of-care (POC) applications [29]. Overall, these methods avoid the steps of mostly
enzymatic amplification of target RNA and address the problems of sample manipulation,
amplification bias and longer detection time caused by the enzymatic amplification step.

2.2. Electrochemical Biosensors for the Rapid Detection of RNA

In addition, based on the ultra-sensitivity to RNA electrochemical detection in pursuit
of rapid detection, researchers have combined nanomaterials with simple electrical readout
methods. For example, Maha Alafeef et al. [30] invented a fast (less than 2 min), low-cost,
quantitative paper-based electrochemical biosensor chip using AuNPs covered with highly
specific antisense oligonucleotides (ssDNA) targeting the viral N gene. The device, which
imparted a sensing probe to a paper-based electrochemical platform to generate nucleic
acid tests, was relatively portable and fast, and its readings could be recorded with a simple
handheld reader to enable digital detection of SARS-CoV-2 genetic material (Figure 2C).
Ye et al. [31] designed a rapid and sensitive detection method of RNA using composite
screen-printed carbon electrodes (SPCEs) modified with multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWNTs). MWNTs displayed the catalytic properties of direct electrochemical oxidation of
the adenine residues of RNA, resulting in indicator-free detection of RNA concentration.
Within 5 min, the proposed method allowed for the rapid detection of yeast transfer RNA
(tRNA) ranging from 8.2 µg mL−1 to 4.1 mg mL−1.

2.3. Electrochemical Biosensors in RNA POCT

Moreover, in order to solve the cumbersome biosensor manufacturing steps in the
process of using electrochemical detection of RNA, some miniaturized and portable electro-
chemical biosensors have been developed successively; these generally replace traditional
bulky electrodes by easy to-manufacture and miniaturized electrodes or use portable de-
vices such as smartphones instead of traditional machines for reading. For example, Md.
Nazmul Islam et al. [32] developed an amplification-free electrochemical method using
screen-printed gold electrodes (SPE-Au) for the sensitive and selective detection of mRNA.
Target mRNA was selectively isolated by magnetic separation and directly adsorbed onto
the unmodified SPE-Au. In addition to not requiring any prior enzymatic amplification
of the mRNA, it used mRNA adsorbing directly to the surface of the unmodified SPE-Au
electrode, thus avoiding the cumbersome manufacturing steps of traditional biosensors.
In addition, researchers have developed a simple yet fast and sensitive electrocatalytic
assay for bacterial ribosomal RNA (rRNA), exploiting DNA and rRNA hybridization to
the hairpin DNA probe, immobilized on the SPE-Au surface, and DNA-mediated electro-
catalysis for signal amplification. The detection limit of the developed method for E. coli
rRNA was as low as the fM level [33]. Fu et al. [34] constructed a portable and smartphone-
controlled biosensing platform based on disposable organic electrochemical transistors
for ultrasensitive analyses of miRNA biomarkers in less than 1 h, opening a window for
low-cost mobile diagnostics of various diseases (Figure 2D). Li et al. [35] designed and
prepared a portable electrochemical isothermal nucleic acid amplification test (E-INAAT)
device integrating real-time monitoring and labeling-free electrochemical detection func-
tions and a supporting plug-and-play disposable pH-sensitive potential sensor. The device,
integrated with a Bluetooth module, could be implemented in smartphones for real-time
monitoring of isothermal nucleic acid amplification tests (INAATs), rather than relying on
heavy instruments, in the home for SARS-CoV-2 pathogens. Ultra-rapid self-inspection
provides a simple, efficient and low-cost method for the development of portable, fully
integrated medical detection equipment against infectious diseases.
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Overall, these electrochemical biosensors are widely used in the field of nucleic acid
testing due to their outstanding advantages, such as high sensitivity, simplicity of equip-
ment, cost-effectiveness and miniaturized portability. Despite significant advances in these
electrochemical methods, most of these biosensors are highly dependent on a series of
optimization steps in a well-equipped laboratory setup as they are only proof-of-concept
demonstrations. Several obstacles to translating these laboratory-based proof-of-concept
demonstrations into real-world clinical applications exist. At this stage, our main ef-
forts should focus on improving blocking biosensor surfaces with variously designed
self-assembled monolayers or the co-immobilization of blocking molecules.
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Figure 2. Principle of electrochemical-based RNA biosensors. (A) Schematic of the principle of an
electrochemical biosensor based on a triple signal amplification strategy combining AuNPs, RT-
LAMPs and a high-affinity biotin-affinity system for sensitive detection of mRNA [16]. (B) Schematic
principle of an electrochemical biosensor based on CHA and TDT signal amplification for sensitive
SARS-CoV-2 RNA detection [19]. (C) Schematic diagram of the working principle of the COVID-19
electrochemical biosensing platform [30]. (D) Schematic of the design of a portable biosensing
platform based on organic thin film transistors. The OECT miRNA sensor is inserted into a portable
meter and a smartphone is used to communicate with the portable meter via Bluetooth [34].

3. SPR-Based RNA Biosensors

Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR), known as a label-free optical biosensor, is a direct
detection method that utilizes a specific mode (surface plasmon) of a metal-dielectric
waveguide to measure changes in the refractive index caused by biomolecular interactions
occurring on the surface of the SPR biosensor. SPR is a highly sensitive method with many
advantages, such as excellent reliability, selectivity and reproducibility. It has a wide range
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of applications in the real-time monitoring of biomolecular interactions and the detection
of biological and chemical analytes based on labeled or unlabeled forms. Recently, the use
of SPR biosensors for RNA detection studies has been reported.

3.1. Nanomaterial-Enhanced SPR Biosensors in RNA Detection

Based on a variety of signal amplification methods, including nanoparticle enhance-
ment, super-sandwich assembly, streptavidin/biotin complex, antibody amplification,
enzymatic reaction, triple structure formation and CHA, the limitations of SPR methods
in detecting low-concentration biomolecules can be overcome, making them suitable for
clinical diagnosis [36].

Among these methods, nanotechnology has enhanced the performance and sensitiv-
ity of SPR in development. Nanoparticles can provide numerous biosensing functions
and applications due to their excellent biocompatibility, large specific surface area, wide
structural diversity, and significant biological simulation characteristics. As early as 2008,
researchers had developed a highly sensitive detection of 16S rRNA in E. coli using an
SPR biosensor combined with AuNPs. In this method, a cationic gold nanoparticle was
synthesized by using the neutral skeleton characteristics of a peptide acid probe (PAN),
and the signal was amplified by ion interaction with the 16S rRNA hybridized on the SPR
biosensor chip immobilized with a PNA probe. The detection limit of this method for E. coli
rRNA was 58.2 ± 1.37 pg mL−1, and Staphylococcus aureus could be detected without the
purification of rRNA using this method [37]. Subsequently, Zhang et al. [38] constructed
a highly sensitive SPR RNA biosensor using a two-dimensional metallic material called
GeP5 nanosheets as the sensing material. Theoretical evaluations have shown that the
presence of GeP5 nanosheets can significantly enhance the plasma electric field of Au films,
thereby improving sensing sensitivity. The functionalization of GeP5 enabled GeP to realize
nanosheets with specific complementary DNA (cDNA) probes for detecting SARS-CoV-2
RNA sequences with high sensitivity down to 10 aM and excellent selectivity. Mansoureh
Z. Mousavi et al. [39] demonstrated an ultrasensitive assay for the detection of mRNA
biomarkers based on SPR on functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) intercalated
with gold nanoscale. The assay used MNP to capture biomarker target molecules and
then introduced the target-carrying MNP into the SPR chip to hybridize with a probe
immobilized on a gold nanoslit to enhance the signal, which enabled the measurement
of target molecules as low as 7 fM (equivalent to 1.26 × 105 molecules) in a 30 µL sample
(Figure 3A). Li et al. [40] developed a novel, sensitive and multifunctional SPR biosensor
based on graphene oxide (GO)-AuNPs composites. In this biosensor, by using two layers
of GO-AuNPs for signal amplification, the GO-AuNP composite was not only used as
a sensing substrate but also as a signal amplification element because the AuNPs have
a large specific surface area, to the extent that they can immobilize more captured DNA
molecules, which amplifies the SPR response and enables the SPR biosensor to exhibit
excellent sensitivity (Figure 3B). Xue et al. [41] designed an SPR biosensor based on anti-
mony alkene two-dimensional nanomaterials to amplify the SPR signal by gold nanorods
(AuNR)-conjugating ssDNA, which achieved an extremely low detection limit (amol),
exceeding existing sensing methods, and quantified miRNA molecules at trace attomole
levels (Figure 3C). Zhang et al. [42] presented a newly designed SPR biosensor for cy-
tomegalovirus (CMV)-specific miRNA, utilizing the unmodified method of polyadenine
[poly(A)]-Au interactions exhibiting a high affinity comparable to that of gold-sulfur (Au-S)
interactions. In addition, MNPs are used for analyte separation, thus avoiding non-specific
adsorption. Currently, the SPR biosensing platform has been successfully used for the
multiplexed detection of CMV-related miRNA, UL22A-5p and UL112-3p, with detection
limits of 112 fM for UL108A-24p and 3 fM for UL22-5p.
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In addition, metal nanoparticles, such as AuNPs and AgNPs, have remarkable optical
properties because the visible region has resonant surface plasma with resonant wave-
lengths, allowing them to display different colors depending on the wavelength, resulting
in optical detection of [43] by anti-SPR biosensors. For example, G et al. [44] developed
a bi-functional plasma biosensor that combined plasma photothermal (PPT) effects and
local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) sensing transduction for the clinical diagnosis of
SARS-CoV-2. In this study, DNA targets were detected by nucleic acid hybridization using
a two-dimensional gold nanoisland (AuNI) functionalized with cDNA receptors modified
by mercapto. SARS-CoV-2’s RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) sequence LOD was
approximately 0.22 ± 0.08 pM using this LSPR-based biosensor. In a study by Yasaman-
Sadat Borghei et al. [45], a dual-mode sensing system based on fluorescent DNA-modified
silver nanoclusters and AuNPs was presented, which allowed naked-eye visualization of
miRNA and provided rapid FRET detection. Using nanoclusters and AuNPs to transfer
energy between them, the team identified and quantified miRNA in biological samples
without using expensive and sophisticated instruments (Figure 3D).

3.2. Signal Amplification Strategy-Enhanced SPR Biosensors in RNA Detection

In addition to the high sensitivity detection of label-free optical biosensors using
nanoparticles, several other methods to amplify signals have been developed, including
super-sandwich assembly, streptavidin/biotin complex, antibody amplification, enzymatic
reactions, triplex structure formation and catalytic hairpin assembly. For example, Wang
et al. [46] developed an enzyme-free sensitive SPR biosensor based on AuNPs and DNA
super-sandwich for miRNA detection using amplification of AuNPs coupled to DNA
super-sandwich with a detection limit of 21 fM. Ding et al. [47] reported an SPR biosen-
sor for nucleic acid testing. Through signal amplification-enabled sensitive nucleic acid
analysis without enzyme assistance based on DNA super-sandwich assembly and the
biotin/streptavidin system, this strategy was highly sensitive, and the selective detection
of miRNA could detect target miRNA as low as 30 pM in 9 min and could be applied
to the determination of miRNA in real samples (Figure 3E). Li et al. [48] developed an
SPR biosensor coupling mismatch CHA amplification with programmable streptavidin
aptamer (SA-aptamer) for the specific and highly sensitive detection of target miRNAs.
Under optimal conditions, this design strategy could detect target miRNAs as low as
1 pM and was successfully applied to the determination of spiked miRNAs in human total
RNA samples (Figure 3F). Li et al. [49] have developed an ultra-sensitive multiplex SPR
biosensor for the quantification of a standard-free miRNA. This approach introduced a
mass transfer restriction (MTL) strategy for absolute miRNA quantification. By evaluating
the factors affecting the probe/target interaction (including length and structure), the MTL
and quantitative detection of the miRNA were achieved with an LOD of 500 fM without
any signal amplification.

It can be seen that the SPR-based detection methods only need to capture the RNA
at the sensor site, and the methods are simple and highly sensitive. However, in order
to achieve a high sensitivity, some signal amplification strategies must be performed.
Furthermore, SPR-based sensors have made advances in reusability and miniaturization,
as they usually require only one light source and one detector as a device configuration.
Combined with these elements, the social implementation of SPR detection sensors will
enable workers in the field to perform rapid virus detection in minutes using a combination
of smartphones and simple detection kits.
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functionalized MNP with gold nanoslit for mRNA detection [39]. (B) Schematic of SPR biosensor
based on GO-AuNP composites. GO-AuNP composites were used as sensing substrate and sig-
nal amplification element [40]. (C) Schematic diagram of the strategy used to test the principle of
antimonene-miRNA hybridization [41]. (D) Construction of DNA templated AgNC (DNA/AgNC)
fluorescent probe for the detection of microRNA-155 and the schematic illustration of detection
procedure by the FRET-based nano-biosensor [45]. (E) Schematic representation of miRNA detection
assay using SPR biosensor based on DNA super-sandwich assemblies and streptavidin amplifica-
tion [47]. (F) Schematic representation of miRNA SPR biosensor based on mismatched catalytic
hairpin assembly amplification coupled with streptavidin aptamer [48].
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4. Microfluidic-Based RNA Biosensors
4.1. Paper-Based Microfluidic RNA Biosensors

The application scenario for PCR-free RNA detection is mostly point-of-care testing
(POCT) [50]. It is a rapidly growing field that involves using paper-based microfluidic
devices as a tool to conduct POCTs, particularly since they come with many inherent
advantages, including low cost, folding ability, ideal biocompatibility and disposability,
and they are rapidly becoming more popular. Their analyzing capabilities are also attractive,
including capillary force-driven sample transfer [51–53]. As a result of the porous structure
of paper, fluid can flow through it capillarily, which is suitable for storage, mixing, flow
control and the multi-analysis of reagents [54]. There is a diversity of applications and
biological targets that can be studied using the type of paper, the geometry of the device
and the coating of the paper used in PADs.

The lateral flow assay (LFA) is one of the main techniques used in PAD devices.
Among the main components of the LFA device are a sample pad, a conjugate pad,
a nitrocellulose membrane (NC) and an absorbent pad. Using strips cut into strips,
these four parts are interconnected to form a one-dimensional flow [55]. After being
introduced into the sample pad, the sample contains the target, which reacts with the
recognition probe after passing through the conjugate pad. After passing through the
NC membrane, the target-coupled probe complex passes over a control line and a test
line, each containing an immobilized antibody specific to the target. Excess samples and
unreacted probes are removed from the sample as it flows into the absorbent pad. Positive
samples produce both the test and control lines, whereas negative samples only produce
the control line. Liu’s team [56] developed a sandwich-type nucleic acid hybridization
reaction using DNA probes labeled with AuNPs for the detection of miRNAs using an
LFA-based paper-based microfluidic system. Upon accumulating AuNPs on the test line, a
colorimetric signal was produced which could be compared with the control line visually
or quantitatively using a portable strip reader. This same approach was used by Zheng
et al. [57] to develop a microfluidic device for the simultaneous measurement of three
miRNAs, miRNA-21, miRNA-210 and miRNA-155, using NC membranes. Bhagwan
S. Batule et al. [58] demonstrated a two-step strategy for extracting and detecting viral
RNA from infectious diseases within one hour. A ready-to-use device for viral RNA
extraction and detection was successfully prepared using paper as a substrate. The
strategy used a handheld RNA extraction paper strip device to capture and elute viral
RNA (e.g., Zika, Dengue and Chikungunya), followed by an RT-LAMP assay using another
paper microarray device. The entire process (extraction to detection of viral RNA) was
completed in less than 1 h and was simple, sensitive and cost-effective (Figure 4A). Natalia
M. Rodriguez et al. [59] developed a test strip-based assay that used a rapid, isothermal,
RT-LAMP assay without the need for a thermal cycler. Sample-to-result testing could be
completed in as little as 45 min at the POC and had a clinically relevant viral load LOD of
106 copies/mL, a 10-fold improvement in performance over current rapid immunoassays.
The method is, therefore, suitable for rapid diagnosis, providing a simple and inexpensive
platform for immediate test development.

In addition to this, there are many other fabrication techniques for µPADs. For
forming hydrophobic microfluidic channels on paper substrates, many methods have been
proposed for fabricating PADs. They can usually be categorized into printed and non-
printed methods. Two different groups [60] demonstrated the fabrication of PADs using a
solid wax printer and a hot plate back in 2009. To create a hydrophobic barrier on paper, a
wax pattern is printed on the surface and melted into the paper. In a similar manner, Ashok
Mulchandani et al. [61] and Kattika Kaarj et al. [62] used wax paper printers to fabricate
PADs targeting the sensitive detection of miRNAs and ZIKV, respectively (Figure 4D). Even
today, wax printing is the most widely used printing method for PAD fabrication due to its
simplicity and low cost. It was recently demonstrated that invasive fungi can be visible and
quantifiable at the point of time with a hydrogel-integrated paper-based analysis device
(ReaCH-PAD) with a microfluidic scale readout and CRISPR Cas12a response. A series
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of enzymatic reactions is used to amplify and transduce signals using DNA hydrogels
combined with a series of enzymatic reactions, as well as a paper-based microfluidic chip
for visual quantitative analysis [63]. Its detection targets are 18S rRNA generic conserved
fragments linked with the CRISPR Cas12a system. For non-printed fabrication methods,
fluid-constrained barriers are created on the substrate by means of masters, stamps or
masks instead of printing a hydrophobic barrier layout onto a paper substrate. Using this
method, the Whiteside group demonstrated the simultaneous detection of glucose and
proteins in 2007 [52]. A hydrophobic barrier pattern was created on the paper substrate by
irradiating photoresist-impregnated paper with ultraviolet (UV) rays before baking and
developing (Figure 4B). The photolithography process has high resolution and dimensional
stability, but it is susceptible to lateral spreading after the hot plate heating step, resulting
in a loss of resolution.

4.2. Microchip-Based RNA Biosensors

As mentioned above, µPADs enable rapid, low-cost and sensitive nucleic acid testing
analysis, which is promising for POC disease diagnosis and on-site molecular testing. How-
ever, because one of the challenges of paper-based devices is usually analytical sensitivity,
and because they also bring disadvantages, such as cross-reactions, false positive signals
and even environmental pollution, researchers have developed other more accurate and
environmentally friendly device-chip microfluidic devices.

For example, Han’s team [64] invented a microfluidic biochip for the rapid and ul-
trasensitive detection of SARS-CoV-2 by taking advantage of the specific SARS-CoV-2
RNA and probe DNA reactions in the microfluidic channel and fluorescence signaling
modulation by nanomaterials, which enabled the ultrasensitive optical detection of SARS-
CoV-2 RNA without the need for a molecular amplification step (Figure 4C). Qin et al. [65]
proposed an NoV digital isothermal detection (NoV-DID) chip based on a gas-driven
microfluidic chamber which uses a simple monolayer of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
for the detection of NoV GII.4. Combined with reverse transcription recombinase-assisted
amplification (RT-RAA), it overcomes the limitations of the NoV detection technology
and effectively reduces time, cost and dependence on instruments. In contrast to methods
using reverse transcription, Zhang et al. [66] reported a new microfluidic RNA microarray
(MIRC, a prototype of microchips) strategy based on the genomic replication of DNA
polymerase-extended RNA primers on DNA templates with dNTP [67,68], which allowed
the direct detection of RNAs without the need for reverse transcription, thus overcom-
ing the tedious reverse transcription process. The method is characterized by rapid
detection (within 20 min), high sensitivity, automation and high throughput [69,70]. In
addition, the introduction of a microfluidic chip reduces reaction time, reagent usage and
assay complexity.

Therefore, compared with RNA detection by PCR, highly miniaturized microfluidic
technologies can integrate complex nucleic acid detection processes on a piece of paper
or a chip [71,72], thus reducing the complexity of the operation and helping to build an
automated and efficient diagnostic system [73–76]. Especially in the last two years, with the
huge demand for POCT for COVID-19 testing, highly miniaturized microfluidic devices
have provided essential tools for integrating complex nucleic acid testing processes and
will increasingly become the trend and backbone of pandemic disease response.
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5. Nanomaterial-Based RNA Biosensors

Since viral RNA detection and identification involves longer operating times and
greater device complexity, there is a great need to identify alternative viral detection targets
and procedures for a simpler and more rapid diagnosis. Generally speaking, nanomaterials
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are usually used in vitro in combination with other methods to amplify signals and improve
sensitivity. However, due to their own properties, such as the quenching of graphene
oxide and the fluorescence of carbon nanotubes themselves, nanomaterials can be used to
detect RNA [77,78], but individual detection is usually achieved in the cell. Based on this,
nanomaterials as a separate analytical tool also provide a feasible alternative to RT-PCR for
rapid and accurate virus detection.

5.1. Graphene Oxide-Based RNA Biosensors

Graphene oxide (GO) is a single-atom-thick two-dimensional carbon nanomaterial
with properties such as large specific surface area, biocompatibility and effective fluores-
cence burst. Taking advantage of these promising properties, some methods for the direct
detection of RNA based on GO have been developed. For example, Jiang et al. [79] reported
a multiplexed GO fluorescent nanoprobe for the intracellular detection and quantification
of mRNA in living cells by utilizing the fluorescence bursting property of GO. The detec-
tion limit of this GO-based nanoprobe was as low as 0.26 nM for mRNA mimics, and the
nanoprobe was able to simultaneously perform relative quantification and intracellular
detection of multiple target mRNAs in living cells compared to conventional mRNA de-
tection methods. Do Won Hwang et al. [80] developed a robust nanoprobe platform for
the simultaneous quantification and intracellular detection of multiple target mRNAs in
living cells using GO quenching and fluorescence in situ hybridization (G-FISH). They
also explored in situ hybridization recovery for sensitive RNA detection in formalin-fixed
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues (Figure 5A). Li et al. [81] presented a novel GO-based
CHA and HCR signal dual amplification system (GO-CHA-HCR, or GO-AR) for circ-Foxo3
imaging detection in living cells. This method enabled the detection limit of circ-Foxo3 to
be as low as 15 pM with excellent sensitivity and selectivity (Figure 5B). Yang et al. [82]
developed a highly sensitive strategy for live cell and in vivo miRNA fluorescence imaging
detection based on MB with GO enhanced signaling molecular bursts. The detection limit
was as low as 30 pM in the presence of miRNA. This simple and effective strategy provided
a new sensing platform for highly sensitive detection and simultaneous imaging analysis
of multiple low-level biomarkers in living cells and in vivo.

5.2. Carbon Nanotube-Based RNA Biosensors

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are a widely used nanomaterial. In addition to properties
such as a large specific surface area and carrying an abundance of electrons, the high accessi-
bility of CNTs and easy-to-use fluorescence analyses allow them to be used as a material for
the direct detection of RNA [83,84]. For example, Shrute Kannappan et al. [85] reported a
fluorine-based CNT-DNA biosensor by introducing short complementary sequences (SCSs)
that could regulate the binding strength of the probe sequence to CNT, thereby enhancing
its reactivity to target oligonucleotides. The introduction of SCSs significantly increased the
LOD of the biosensor, and this strategy could also be used to multiplex a set of miRNAs for
a range of other pathological states by redesigning the probe sequence and measuring the
corresponding fluorescence in a very short time (~1 h) (Figure 5C). Ma et al. [86] developed
a sensitive sensing platform for the detection of a potential marker of breast cancer miRNA-
155 [87,88] based on multiwall carbon nanotube-gold nanocomposites (MWCNT/AuNCs)
as a new platform of fluorescence quenching coupled with DSN-assisted recovery signal
amplification (Figure 5D).

Nanotechnology is likely to play an important role in the continued development
of PCR-free methods for RNA detection. PCR-free methods are especially valuable in
developing countries and resource-constrained settings. In order to progress in this field,
cutting-edge innovations in nanotechnology will be essential, including nanoparticles, GO
and DNA nanostructures, as well as nanomaterials such as CNTs, nanowires and quantum
dots. This innovation and development will benefit PCR-free nucleic acid testing methods.
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6. CRISPR-Based RNA Biosensors

CRISPR (clusters of regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats) was first dis-
covered in the 1980s and is thought to be an adaptive immune system coupled to Cas
proteins which uses RNA-directed nucleases to cleave invading nucleic acids [89], thereby
allowing resistance to invading exogenous DNA and viruses in bacteria and archaea. The
system is divided into two categories [90], with the most studied Cas9, Cas12 and Cas13 all
belonging to the second category. In addition to being used for gene editing, Cas12 and
Cas13 are involved in non-specific ssDNA or RNA cleavage after specific recognition of the
target (trans-cleavage activity), making CRISPR-Cas a promising tool for the detection of
nucleic acids [91,92]. Abnormal expression and mutation of RNA may be harmful to cells
and cause disease, so the detection of abnormally expressed RNA or disease-related RNA
mutations provides an avenue for disease diagnosis [93,94]. However, the detection of most
disease-associated RNAs is demanding in terms of accuracy and detection limit due to low
abundance and high sequence similarity among family members. The low tolerance of the
CRISPR-Cas system to base mismatches in target nucleic acid sequences gives it excellent
recognition of single-base mismatches. Therefore, CRISPR-Cas-based biosensors have a
broad application prospect in RNA detection.

6.1. CRISPR-Cas9-Based RNA Biosensors

In recent years, some researchers have been trying to expand the application of CRISPR-
Cas9 to the field of RNA detection. Cas9 has been used as a tool to detect miRNAs by
converting RNA targets into substrates capable of triggering CRISPR-Cas9 responses. For
example, Qiu et al. [95] were the first to perform miRNA detection using CRISPR-Cas9.
The assay system incorporated isothermal amplification, detection and reporting based
on RCA, CRISPR-Cas9 and split-horseradish peroxidase technologies. First, the miRNA
was sequentially converted into a large DNA fragment containing multiple repeating
complementary sequences and random neck loop structures of the dCas9 target by RCA
amplification reaction. The Split-HRP-dCas9 protein recognized and localized to the RCA
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product under the guidance of specific small guide RNAs (sgRNAs), which subsequently
led to the formation of active horseradish peroxidase (HRP), catalyzing the oxidation of
tetramethylbenzidine (TMB). This method enabled the detection of trace miRNA in samples
with single base specificity (Figure 6A). Wang et al. [96] developed an miRNA biosensor
consisting of dCas9, miRNA-mediated sgRNA and red fluorescent protein. The biosensor
provided an example for measuring miRNA activity and tracking cell state transitions
in order to allow timely monitoring of miRNA activity in stem cell differentiation and
cancer progression. Moe Hirosawa et al. [97] designed an miRNA-responsive AcrllA4
switch based on the expression of endogenous miRNA activity-controlled S. pyogenes Cas4
inhibitor AcrllA9, which, together with Cas9 or dCas9-VPR guide RNA complex, indirectly
activates Cas9, enabling multiple intracellular miRNA sensing. By sensing intracellular
miRNAs, this system could provide a powerful tool for future therapeutic applications and
genome engineering.

In addition to detecting miRNA, there are some reports of the CRISPR-CAS system
in the detection of mRNA and viral RNA. For example, Li et al. [98] designed an mRNA
CRISPR biosensor that activated the cleavage function of Cas9 by switching the blocked
sgRNA with the target RNA. In this strategy, mRNA-sensing CRISPR was constructed
by guide RNA (gRNA) reconstitution and toe-mediated strand shift, in which each target
site could be controlled independently. Experiments have shown that the switch could be
embedded into the gRNA and used as an RNA biosensor, which could orthogonally detect
multiple mRNA inputs and provide CRISPR/Cas9 response outputs. Bonhan Koo et al. [99]
developed an improved molecular diagnostic tool that utilized a CRISPR/dCas9-mediated
biosensor to couple dCas9 and a single micro-ring resonator biosensor for label-free and
real-time detection of pathogenic RNA, achieving single-molecule sensitivity for RNA
detection and 100-fold more sensitivity than RT-PCR detection. It improved the sensitivity
and specificity of pathogen diagnosis in clinical samples (Figure 6B). Tin Marsic et al. [100]
devised a method utilizing CRISPR/Cas9 enzymes for DNA scanning and recognition and
VirD2 release covalently binding to ssDNA probes for LFA conjugation for SARS-CoV-2
viral RNA detection. The method employed a chimeric fusion between dCas9 and VirD2
in combination with an ssDNA reporter as a detection complex. A sensitive, specific and
low-cost detection method was realized. In addition, CRISPR/cas9-based tools have been
used as antiviral drugs for the treatment of HIV infections and for the detection of Zika
virus and methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus infections.

6.2. CRISPR-Cas12-Based RNA Biosensors

The Cas12 protein is a member of the CRISPR family and can be programmed with
CRISPR-deriver RNA (crRNA) to specifically bind to complementary ssDNA and double
stranded DNA (dsDNA) targets [101,102]. Cas12 is an alternative to Cas9 due to its
unique properties, such as the ability to target T-rich motifs and the absence of the need
for trans-activation crRNA. Along with specific double strand breaks (DSBs), Cas12a
also undergoes non-specific cleavage on other ssDNA molecules. These non-specific
tendencies are triggered only when the crRNA binds to its complementary target, known
as trans-cleavage activity [103]. However, Cas12a has weak trans-cleavage activity, making
nucleic acid testing less sensitive [91,104]. When combined with preamplification, cas12a-
mediated detection can detect concentrations as low as 2 aM [104,105]. For example, James P.
Broughton et al. [106] developed a CRISPR-cas12-based lateral flow assay for the detection
of viral infection [107] called SARS-CoV-2 DNA Endonuclease Targeting CRISPR Trans
Reporter (DETECTR). This method relied on the trans-cleavage activity of Cas12a proteins
activated after Cas12a recognition of the target RNA. In addition, the LAMP step was
combined with the DETECTR technology of CRISPR-Cas12 to enrich the target sequences.
The purpose of rapid (30–40 min) detection, easy implementation and high accuracy of
SARS-CoV-2 in clinical samples was achieved, providing a visual and faster alternative
for RT-PCR detection (Figure 6C). Shi-Yuan Li et al., using the characteristic [108] of non-
targeting ssDNA during the formation of Cas12a/crRNA/target DNA ternary complex,
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developed a low-cost multi-purpose efficient detection system HOLMES (one-hour low-
cost multi-purpose highly efficient system), which could be used for the rapid and low-cost
detection of target RNA [109]. At the same time, Cas12a-based HOLMES can also detect
nucleic acids with aM sensitivity. Compared to Cas12a, Cas12b exhibited higher activity
against the exes. Subsequently, Liang et al. developed an updated version of HOLMESV2
that combined Cas2b and isothermal amplification to detect nucleotides, distinguish single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and quantify dsRNA and RNA methylation [110].
Unlike the DETECTR, which is only used for qualitative measurements, HOLMES can
be used for quantitative detection. A successful attempt was made to create an active
Cas12a nanocomposite that could be used as a biosensor without shell deconstruction or
enzyme release.

Instead of using preamplification to achieve signal amplification, Zhi Run Ji et al. [111]
proposed a strategy to use metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) to protect Cas12a from harsh
environments and successfully constructed an active Cas12a nanocomposite, Cas12a-on-
MAF-7 (COM), as a biosensor for the first time, without the need of isothermal amplification.
This strategy achieved an ultra-sensitive SARS-CoV-2 RNA detection with a detection limit
of one copy and solved the problem of poor stability of CRISPR-Cas12a (Figure 6D).

6.3. CRISPR-Cas13-Based RNA Biosensors

CRISPR-Cas13a is the only CRISPR effector that targets RNA and has the ability to
go beyond signal amplification [112]. One of the milestones in using CRISPR-Cas for
RNA detection was the discovery by Zhang’s team in 2016 of the trans-cleavage activity
of Cas13a (also known as C2c2) [92]. The target RNA is specifically recognized by crRNA
and subsequently cleaved by Cas13a [113]. When used together, activated Cas13a utilizes
its unique trans-cleavage activity, the RNA provided by the lateral cleavage RNA probe,
and the fluorophore quencher labeled RNA reporter with trans-cleavage activity [103],
which could be used together to determine specific target sequences. The CRISPR-Cas13
system has great potential for detecting viral RNA due to its reliability, high sensitivity and
ease of implementation [114]. RNA can be directly detected by the side branch cleavage
of CRISPR-Cas13a. For example, Alexandra East-Seletsky et al. [115] described a method
for the direct detection of RNA using Cas13a trans-cleavage. By designing fluorophore
quencher labeled RNA reporters, known as reporter genes, they achieved efficient signal
amplification detection of target RNAs with pM sensitivity, as each activated Cas13a is
capable of cleaving thousands of reporter genes. Subsequently, Hajime Shinoda et al.
developed a platform that enables the accurate and rapid detection of single stranded
RNA (ssRNA) at the single-molecule level, the CRISPR-based Amplification-Free Digital
RNA Assay (SATORI) platform. The combination of CRISPR-Cas13-based RNA detection
technology and microchamber array technology avoids the long detection time and false
negative or false positive results due to amplification errors caused by the preamplification
process in CRISPR-based methods, resulting in a maximum sensitivity of 10 fM for the
detection of ssRNA targets with high specificity and a short detection time (less than
5 min) [116] (Figure 6E).

Despite the high specificity and simplicity of direct detection of RNA with Cas13a,
the abundance of RNA in organisms is particularly low. To further improve sensitivity,
incorporating nucleic acid amplification is an effective strategy. Max J. Kellner et al. recently
established a CRISPR-based diagnostic platform that combines nucleic acid preamplifica-
tion with the CRISPR-Cas13 system for specific recognition of the desired RNA sequence.
The platform, known as Specific High Sensitivity Enzyme Reporter Unlock (SHERLOCK),
allows for multiplexed, portable and ultra-sensitive RNA detection from clinically relevant
samples. However, a drawback of SHERLOCK made it unsuitable for RNA quantitative
detection [105]. In the following year, Gootenberg et al. upgraded SHERLOCK version
2 (SHERLOCKv2) [105] to allow simultaneous detection of multiple targets. The SHER-
LOCKv2 is a powerful tool for nucleic acid testing because of its increased sensitivity and
quantitative and visual readouts. CRISPR-Cas13a cascade-based viral RNA detection in
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clinical samples was reported by Yuxi Wang et al. as a label-free, isothermal method [117].
SARS-CoV-2 RNA was directly detected using Cas13a/crRNA to activate transcriptional
amplification for light-up RNA aptamer output [118–120]. This assay achieved high sen-
sitivity for SARS-CoV-2 RNA detection at a detection limit of 0.216 fM by integrating
Cas13a/crRNA’s RNA-specific recognition capability and trans-cleavage activity into cas-
cade amplification.

As a whole, the CRISPR-Cas system has the potential to be a valuable tool for nucleic
acid testing [121–124]. A molecular diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 is mainly performed using
RT-qPCR, which is time-consuming and expensive. Further, patients may experience
anxiety, irritability and fear as a result of false positives produced by RT-qPCR. A CRISPR-
based approach, on the other hand, eliminates expensive probes (e.g., quenchers and
fluorescent-modified RNA probes) and expensive equipment (e.g., thermal circulators),
thus reducing detection complexity and equipment costs [125–128]. Furthermore, the
CRISPR-Cas system can detect pathogens more rapidly in food due to its highly accurate
and efficient characteristics. This significantly improves the efficiency of the food safety
detection process. Additionally, CRISPR technology can identify various pollutants in food
and monitor food safety conditions [129,130].
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Figure 6. Principle of CRISPR-based RNA biosensors. (A) Schematic representation of the RCA-
CRISPR-split-HRP (RCH) method based on RCA, CRISPR-Cas9 and cleaved-root peroxidase tech-
nologies for miRNA detection [95]. (B) Schematic of CRISPR/dCas9-mediated biosensor. SMR
biosensor, silicon mirroring resonator biosensor [99]. (C) Schematic of SARS-CoV-2 DETECTR
workflow [106]. (D) Cas12a assembled with MAF-7 to form nanobiocomposites with higher stabil-
ity and trans-cleavage activity for nucleic acid testing [111]. (E) Schematic illustration of SATORI.
LwaCas13a–crRNA–tgRNA cleaves FQ reporters, leading to fluorescence increases in a microchamber
array device [116].
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7. Discussion

RNA detection has important applications in various fields. In particular, the COVID-19
pandemic has introduced the need for new accurate and efficient diagnostic tools for
SARS-CoV-2 RNA detection. Therefore, it is essential to choose the proper detection
method. Most detection techniques are still based on PCR and RT-PCR. While PCR-based
techniques are highly sensitive and specific, their analysis requires a variety of equipment
and technicians and can only be performed in laboratories. To overcome this limitation,
considerable efforts have been made to perform RNA detection, and various improved
or innovative PCR-free methods have been developed, such as electrochemical methods,
SPR, microfluidic devices, nanotechnology and CRISPR-based detection techniques, to
name a few. They overcome the limitations of PCR-based detection of RNA, and since they
do not require expensive reagents and instruments, the application of PCR-free detection
methods may help reduce the cost of RNA detection and thus improve the applicability
of RNA detection. However, there are also some problems in the existing technologies
(Table 1). For example, PCR-free-based biosensors are faced with technical problems such
as miniaturization, portability, high precision and low energy consumption, which limit
their popularization and development. At the same time, the PCR-free-based biosensors
also have limitations in their reusability and signal interference. In addition, PCR-free-
based biosensors involve multidisciplinary cross-integration, such as materials science,
computers, communications, bioinformatics, biochips, etc., and require more innovation
and cooperation to achieve technological breakthroughs. In conclusion, with the rapid
development of new technologies and methods, we believe that more excellent and efficient
detection methods will be developed in the future, which will provide scientists and
clinicians with more choices. At the same time, the most economical and optimal choice
can only be obtained by weighing the advantages and disadvantages of various detection
methods according to the specific purpose.

Table 1. Summary of PCR-free-based biosensors.

System Combination Sensitivity Time Target Ref.
AuNPs/RT-LAMP/high affinity

biotin-avidin system 0.1 fmol·L−1 ~1 h mRNA [6]

RCA 1 copy/µL <2 h viral N or S genes [7]
AuNPs/polymerase-assisted

signal amplification 4.3 × 10−17 mol/L <1 h mRNA [8]

CHA/TDT 26 fmol·L−1 <1 h SARS-CoV-2 RNA [9]
HCR 3 fmol·L−1 <1 h mRNA [14]

CuO/AuNPs 1 fmol·L−1 ~1 h HCV RNA [16]
MWNTs/SPE 8.2 µg mL−1 <5 min tRNA [19]

Electrochemical-
based RNA
biosensors

SPE-Au fmol·L−1 <1 h mRNA [20]
GeP5 10 amol·L−1 <1 h SARS-CoV-2 RNA [24]

MNPs/AuNPs 7 fmol·L−1 ~1 h mRNA [25]
Antimonene two-dimensional

nanomaterials/AuNR amol·L−1 ~1 h miRNA [27]

MNP 3 fmol·L−1 ~2 h miRNA [28]
DNA-AgNCs/AuNPs fmol·L−1 <2 h miRNA [31]

AuNPs/DNA super-sandwich 21 fmol·L−1 ~1 h miRNA [32]
DNA super-sandwich/

biotin-streptavidin system 30 pmol·L−1 <9 min miRNA [33]

SPR-based RNA
biosensors

CHA/streptavidin aptamer 1 pmol·L−1 <1 h miRNA [34]
MTL 500 fmol·L−1 ~1 h miRNA [35]
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Table 1. Cont.

System Combination Sensitivity Time Target Ref.
AuNPs fmol·L−1 ~2 h miRNA [40]

RT-LAMP fmol·L−1 <1 h Viral RNA [42]
RT-LAMP 160 copies/µL <45 min Viral RNA [43]

Microfluidic-based
RNA biosensors

NoV-DID/PDMS/RT-RAA fmol·L−1 ~1 h Viral RNA [48]
GO 0.26 nmol·L−1 <2 h mRNA [61]

GO/CHA/HCR 15 pmol·L−1 <2 h circRNA [63]
GO/MB 30 pmol·L−1 ~1 h miRNA [64]

Nanomaterial-
based RNA
biosensors

MWCNT/AuNCs 33.4 fmol·L−1 ~1 h miRNA [68]
RCA/CRISPR-Cas9 fmol·L−1 <1 h miRNA [77]

DETECTR fmol·L−1 30–40 min SARS-CoV-2 RNA [88]
HOLMES amol·L−1 ~1 h Viral RNA [90]

CRISPR-Cas12/MoFs 1 copy ~1 h SARS-CoV-2 RNA [93]
SATORI 10 fmol·L−1 <5 min SARS-CoV-2 RNA [97]

SHERLOCK fmol·L−1 ~1 h SARS-CoV-2 RNA [86]
SHERLOCKv2 fmol·L−1 ~1 h SARS-CoV-2 RNA [86]

CRISPR-based
RNA biosensors

CRISPR-Cas13 0.216 fmol·L−1 ~1 h SARS-CoV-2 RNA [99]
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Abbreviations

AgNPs Silver nanoparticles
AuNIs gold nanoisland
AuNPs gold nanoparticles
AuNR gold nanorods
Au-S gold-sulfur
cDNA complementary DNA
CHA catalytic hairpin assembly
CMV cytomegalovirus
CNTs carbon nanotubes
COM Cas12a-on-MAF-7
CRISPR clusters of regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats
crRNA CRISPR-deriver RNA
CuO copper oxide
DETECTR DNA Endonuclease Targeting CRISPR Trans Reporter
DNA-AgNC DNA-silver nanocluster
DSBs double strand breaks
dsDNA double stranded DNA
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E-INAATs electrochemical isothermal nucleic acid amplification tests
ELC electrochemiluminescence
FFPE formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded
G-FISH graphene oxide-fluorescence in situ hybridization
GO graphene oxide
gRNA Guide RNA
HCR hybridization chain reaction
HCV hepatitis C virus
HOLMES one-hour low-cost multipurpose highly efficient system
HRP horseradish peroxidase
INAATs isothermal nucleic acid amplification tests
LFA lateral flow assay
LOD limit of detection
LSPR local surface plasmon resonance
MB molecular beacons
miRNAs microRNAs
MNPs magnetic nanoparticles
MOFs metal-organic frameworks
mRNA messenger RNA
MTL mass transfer restriction
MWCNT/AuNCs multiwall carbon nanotube-gold nanocomposites
MWNTs multi-walled carbon nanotubes
NC nitrocellulose
N gene nucleocapsid phosphoprotein
PAD Paper-based microfludics
PDMS polydimethylsiloxane
POC point-of-care
POCT point-of-care testing
Poly(A) polyadenine
PPT plasma photothermal
PAN Peptide acid probe
rRNA ribosomal RNA
RCA rolling circle amplification
RdRp RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
RT-LAMP reverse transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification
RT-qPCR reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction
RT-RAA reverse-transcription recombinase-assisted amplification
SA-aptamer streptavidin aptamer
SCS short complementary sequences
S gene Spike protein
sgRNA Small guide RNA
SHERLOCK Specific High Sensitivity Enzyme Reporter Unlock
SNPs single nucleotide polymorphisms
SPCEs screen-printed carbon electrodes
SPE-Au screen-printed gold electrodes
SPR surface plasma resonance
ssRNA single stranded RNA
SWV Square Wave Voltammetry
TDT terminal transferase
TMB tetramethylbenzidine
tRNA transfer RNA
UV ultraviolet rays
µPADs Microfluidic paper-based analytical devices
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